
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 1537 80" Balloon Display Tower

1 93129 28" I Love You Pretty Heart Jumbo

1 93603 31" Love Air-fill Gold Script

1 5123 5" Red Latex (6 needed)

1 5126 5" Pink Latex (6 needed)

1 11123 11" Red Latex (2 needed)

1 11126 11" Pink Latex (2 needed)

1 310027 #9 Red Satin Ribbon

1 18203 260 QPak Red Twistees (2 needed)

- - Coordinating Curling Ribbon
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PRECIOUS LOVE
BALLOON TOWER

#1537
Assemble the Balloon Display Tower. Fill 
the base with water to provide stability. 

Extend the pole four feet. 

#93129 - Primary Balloon
Air inflate the foil balloon. Slide the tail through 

one of the holes in the balloon cup and secure 
it with clear tape. Slip an uninflated red 260 

through the two remaining holes in the cup. Set 
aside. 

#5123 - 5" Latex Collar 
Air inflate two 5" red latex balloons and tie together to 

form a duplet. Repeat to create a second duplet in pink. 
Twist the two duplets together to create a four-balloon 

cluster. Create a second cluster. Twist the two clusters 
together to form the double collar. Slip the collar onto the 

pole. Attach the foil balloon to the top of the tower and nest 
the double collar snuggly under it. Slip the uninflated 260 

through the double collar and tie it. 

#5123 / #11126
Create a double collar for the base. Air inflate one cluster using 
5" latex and the other using 11" latex. Slip the collar around the 

pole to cover the base.

#93603 - Love Script 
Air inflate the accent balloon and tie it into the upper collar. Adjust 

the height of the pole and tie the other end of the accent balloon 
to the 5" cluster at the base of the tower.

#310027 - Red Ribbon
Wrap the pole with red ribbon securing it at the top and 

bottom with tape.
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